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Sunset behind Hardy Island Marine Park at the end of July after White Wolf’s Broughton cruise.

A whole lotta sailing goin’ on this year…
Contrary to early predictions, 2020 proved to be a bumper year for
actually getting out on the water. Glen has provided us with a
comprehensive round-up of events, both GYC and otherwise, in an
account of his 111 days on the water. He’s certainly set a high bar
for boat sleeps, that’s for sure. I might be needing a new mattress to
even begin to compete!

Last Message
from our

Commodore

While many in the club really enjoyed their sailing this year, I really
missed John’s delicious crab quesadilla appies and Eleanor’s squidgey
warm cheesey puff creations. So, I’ll be first in line for whatever fix the
medicos are offering up, in the hope that the normal mixing of people and
sharing of appies will be able to resume next year.
Commodore Dar delivers her last message, full of thanks for her executive,
and Fleet Captain, Fred, announces the passing of the burgee.
If you don’t live in the Peacearch News catchment area you may have missed
this account of the rescue of a woman who found herself up the creek without a
paddle. Well, not exactly – but you’ll see what I mean. It took a lot of people and
several hours to help her get out of the pickle she was in.
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For those facing the frustration and difficulty around removing a leaking porthole for
repairs, there is a product that can help. Wish Miles and I had known about it.
To raise the tone of the newsletter this time I’ve also included a
clever riff on the Ancient Mariner’s rime, from Peter on Steel
Y
A
C
LF
Sapphire who faced his own“water, water everywhere” crisis
in the Chagos Islands in the Indian Ocean. And, finally, to
round things off, some suggestions about how to keep on
sailing as long as body and spirit allow.
Thanks to all who helped to keep the newsletter supplied
with news, photos and encouragement. Hope to see and
CLU B
hear you at the next meeting!
Suzanne Walker, Editor S/V White Wolf

Dar Farrell, Commodore
We are fast approaching the end of
a challenging year for the GYC, its
members and families.
We've come together at various
rendezvous and done our best to
follow Dr. Henry's guidelines even
as they’ve kept changing.
Regardless, our club has survived
and even prospered.
Continued p.2 Commodore’s Message
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We've welcomed new members to our club. We've
learned to connect with each other via WhatsApp.
We've done more sailing together than in the recent
past. We've adapted our happy hours by meeting in
our dinghys so we've been able to socialize in small
and large groups and still keep our distance.
For me, as Commodore, it's been an interesting and
rewarding two years. The winds on the day of the first
Sailpast were so strong that only SawLeeAh and
Beautiful Day were on the water! This, however, was
followed by celebrations at the Bowen Island cottage
where we shared food, drink and stories with many
folks who came over by ferry. This year, in perfect
winds, the GYC wound up being the only club to
hold a real (not just a virtual) Sailpast. Instead of
winding up on Bowen most of us went on to anchor
in Port Graves where we congregated in our first
ever dinghy happy appie hour.
I've had a great executive to work with and want to
thank each of them for all their hard work.
Chuck, the Vice Commodore, who worked diligently to arrange the band and
dinner for awards night, only to have to change all the plans to accommodate Dr. Henry before
he had to cancel it entirely. He has booked next year, always hopeful that circumstances will
allow it to happen. Fingers crossed about that.
Fred, our Fleet Captain, who, for the second year, made sure our cruises were organized and
fun. It wasn't just business as usual; as the COVID rules required changes of venue, COVID safe
games and keeping track of participants in case contact tracing was necessary.
George, our Staff Captain, who kept in touch with the Vancouver Maritime Museum arranging
and then, due to COVID, changing the days the club could meet. Eventually all the meetings
had to be cancelled for this year but he did make arrangements for next year.
Pat, our Executive Officer, who kept track of all our trophies, and has them ready for distribution when we have our Awards Meeting.
Glen, our Secretary, who managed to sail more days than anyone else in the club but still found time to finish the roster, get the
minutes out and prepare a challenging scavenger hunt at Newcastle Island on our Labour Day cruise.
Martin, our Treasurer, looked after our money as our coffers built up because we had little need to spend any of it.
Andreas, our Signals Officer, who tirelessly sent out executive emails and the Silver Ship ballots to club members, as well as
arranging our virtual meetings and acting as our representative at the Council of BC Yacht Clubs.
John, our Past Commodore, who continues to tirelessly search for a new executive, and who arranged and led the cruise to the
Broughtons which was such a great success.
And Suzie who always puts together an exceptional Gulf Sailor.
Thank you, too, to all GYC members, for your support and your
contributions to
our club.
Commodore:

It's been a privilege
to be your
Commodore.
Please stay healthy,
Darlyne

Cougar Island raft-up: Kailani, Snap Shot, Boqueron, Reality, SawLeeAh
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Fleet Captain’s Report

Signing off as
Fleet Captain
2020

was a good year after all for the Fleet Captain.
These last two years of flying the Fleet Captain burgee have been enjoyable for Deirdre
and me. We have come to know many of you better and look forward to growing that
camaraderie in the club.
This is our first experience of being in a yacht club. We are grateful for Brian Sigsworth recommending
to us, when we were in the process of buying his and Lenora's boat, that we consider joining the Gulf Yacht
Club. We did and that has been one of our best boating decisions.
When Andreas asked me to consider accepting the nomination of Fleet Captain, I had no idea what I Fred Bain, Fleet Captain
was agreeing to. It has been challenging, being a member with no club experience, to work through the
S/V Koinonia
issues and cruise planning but it was worth it. With study, effort and asking questions of executive
colleagues, it was manageable. Actually, it was more than manageable, it was fun learning how to do it, making the arrangements
and seeing those efforts pay off in terms of good fellowship with good times.
John asked me to continue for a
second year and after taking a long
time to give him an answer, I
accepted. I was concerned about the
amount of time it would take to
continue as I had three more years of
a commitment to our little village on
Howe Sound. I decided I could
manage as, after all most of the
learning was done in the first year –
how could it not be easy??? The Covid
Fred, Deirdre and Maddie in Kwatsi Cove
curve-ball came in fast and blew up
my planned schedule. Not to worry, “adapt” became the concept and members
offered ideas and adaptations that turned an ominous situation into a club-building
fellowship. We respected everyone's tolerance level of contact and participation
without judgment.

Going walkies to the waterfall in Kwatsi Cove.

So thank you for giving me the opportunity to
make a contribution and for all of you who
“rolled up their sleeves” and pulled this off. :0)
Next up to fly the Fleet Captain burgee will be
Robert Sinkus. I am sure, with his energy and
ideas, 2021 will be another good year for the Gulf
Yacht Club.
Robert at Shoal Bay

Koinonia in Cullen Harbour
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111 Days Sailing Tucana: The Adventures of the Crewless Sailor
These are the highlights of my 2020 sailing season, with many thanks to members of
GYC who helped me with mechanical issues and provided much merriment and
cheer during my voyages.
I overcame a leaking shaft log, shredded genoa, and failed engine mounts. I was very entertained by the
antics of GYC members falling out of dinghies, tangling anchor lines, wandering around in the wrong
direction at Newcastle, etc. However, the companionship and friendliness of the GYC is legendary. I
have never had a better sailing season and am looking forward to an even better time next year.
The guidance and leadership provided by John Dixon on the Broughton flotilla was excellent. Also,
on numerous occasions, other GYC members have given me assistance and sailing directions and new
destinations to try. Thanks to one and all. All I need now, is someone to get me off my couch and away
from my video games. I took my PlayStation 4 with me on my boat but was usually too busy hiking or
partying in the dinghy to play. The GYC motto should say “Come hike with us.”

Glen Mitchell,
S/V Tucana

Sailing season begins with a repair

Covid season begins with a sale; then a repair

My sailing season began in the sheltered comfort of B.C. Place
with the 2020 Boat Show. I spent three days there mainly attending seminars but found time to catch up with my old sailing instructor “Captain Mac” and to spend a couple boat bucks
on a new Stryker dinghy. A few days later I motored up the
river to Shelter Island Marina to replace my cutlass bearing
and install a
new driveshaft
with a PYI
Dripless shaft
seal. All was
good, or so I
thought, more
on this later.
Feeling very
satisfied with
Pressing the new cutlass bearing into place.
my
sailboat
and wanting to get away from the city’s germs as the Covid-19
virus had come to Vancouver, I began my first official Sail to
Snug Cove on March 21. It was a nice time chatting from my
chair on the dock with John while he stayed on Tantramar. We
had a pleasant walk to the lake. (An easy start to the sailing
hiking season.) I then sailed to Port Graves to find David Lyon
isolating on Zelda III. We had not
figured out what was safe or not
for Covid-19 contact, so we
stayed on our own boats. It was
quite nice to find another
GYC’er avoiding the city. I took
the opportunity to cook a roast
beef in my pressure cooker for
the first time. I seared it on all
sides then cooked it for 45 min Searing beef before slow cooking
in pressure cooker.
with onions and potatoes and
carrots – delicious. This trip was my short shakedown trip so
I returned to Milltown on the 26th.
(Start the count with 6 days sailing.)

With a few weeks back in port, I could not leave my boat alone.
I installed my new Sigmar 100
Diesel Heater. And to make my
sailing more sanitary, a separate
hot water tank and pump for
my shower.
April’s GYC Easter Cruise was
cancelled but I was still going
sailing. On the 24th I headed
across Georgia Strait to Maple
Bay. As I sailed south on the east
side of Tent Island a gust of wind
heeled Tucana over and my
Genoa ripped into three pieces! I
had been enjoying a nice sail
with good but not too strong
New Sig 100 Heater.
winds. However as I went by
Penelakut (Kuper) Island, I failed to anticipate the strong wind
that came at the end. It took me the better part of the next day to
get the remnants of the genoa off the furler. I finally hoisted my
spare Jib and I was good to go for the rest of the summer.

Maple Bay after jib change
I spent a week at Maple Bay visiting
JD, hiking, listening to war stories and
sailing yarns, and drinking Scotch.
While there, I noticed a crest on an old
dinghy that was tied up beside my
friend’s sailboat. It turned out to be
Old Billy’s. He lives aboard his boat
tied to a buoy in the bay. I had helped
him install his heater last year, but
Navy crest on Billy’s
didn’t know he was a navy man. I
dinghy, Maple Bay
usually tie up to a buoy next to him
and visit when possible. He always has a few stories about his
sailing the coast in his boat and around the world with the
navy. (Robert: Here is a good question for the next geo cache. “What
is a stone frigate?”)
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Minor disaster and another repair

Beginning the ‘big adventure’ at last

On May 2nd while returning
across the strait to Milltown a
minor disaster struck. My shaft
log sprung a leak. Fortunately,
I carry butyl tape and was able
to stop the leak and affect a
temporary repair until I could
replace the shaft log. This temporary repair was quite sound
and I felt safe sailing with it to
Leaking shaft log.
the Sailpast the next month.
(Add 9 sailing days to the count for 15 total.)
May was a
month on shore
waiting around
for a new shaft
log to come
from the U.S.A.
and trying to
get used to the
Covid-19 restrictions. June
Me standing up at Sailpast appie raft-up.
started out fine
with a wonderful Sailpast and dinghy raft up at Port Graves.

July 1st The start of
my big adventure.
Smuggler Cove was
the usual fun time socializing, hiking, and
complaining about
the bugs. There was a
live demonstration of
water safety when
George fell out of his

One more boat issue solved; one discovered
However, the good times were not to last. On June 11, I headed
up the river again to Shelter Island to replace my shaft log. I docked at one of the
slips waiting for the travel lift.
When my turn came my new Beta
Diesel engine would not start. No power
to the starter period. All was not lost as I
am a resourceful solo sailor. I lowered
my outboard into the water and used
that to get to the travel lift. Once out of
the water I could troubleshoot for as long Broken shaft log worn
on bottom.
as needed. Kudos to Ken Buckley for
coming out to Shelter Island and helping me discover the
starter relay was defective. Gartside Marine was very helpful in
shipping me a new relay under warranty and I continued with
the shaft log replacement.
I returned to Milltown on June 18th. On June 28, I once again
crossed the strait and sailed to Maple Bay. I needed some help
re-routing the solar panel cables and my friend JD has the correct connector crimping tool. The next day I sailed up to Newcastle Island to be in position for favorable winds for the
Canada Day Cruise. So, while many GYC boats were frustrated by the wind at Gibsons I was enjoying a broad reach sailing from Nanaimo to Smuggler Cove on Sunday.
(Add 5 more days sailing for June to total 20 days.)
I don’t count the trips on the river to Shelter Island as I am not
sleeping on the boat.

George hanging on – Lorraine looking on.

dinghy when stern
tying. Also a great
show of solidarity
with several GYC
dinghies
sorting
out the crossed anchor lines. Two
birthdays were celebrated too!
Easy hiking at Smuggler Cove – everyone
distancing on the trail.

On the 2nd of July I departed for
Sturt Bay believing I would have a
quiet night at anchor while the rest
of the flotilla was at Westview.
That was not to be. The rest of the
flotilla decided to go to the marina
at Sturt Bay, and with a whopping
$0.85 per foot fee, I decide to
splurge and join them. As an
added bonus we went for a walk
up to the store, put on our masks
and I found they sold No Sugar
Added Ice Cream!
July 3rd was a nice sail to SquirTucana at Sturt Bay.
rel Cove with the flotilla. There
were so few boats in Squirrel Cove I was able to practice my sailing to anchor skills and I finally got a chance to play on my
PlayStation 4. On the 5th, Robert and I departed early for a slow
motor
cruise
through
the
rapids and on to
Shoal Bay. We
“enjoyed”
the
hike to the gold
mine but a hot
shower after was
a
requirement.
The next day I
went fishing and
Tough hike to the mine. caught my usual
In the gold mine.
nothing. But I played more on the PS4 to cheer myself up. (You
can’t catch Covid playing video games.)
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Through the rapids and on up the strait
On the 7th the flotilla continued on north going through Green
Point Rapids and Whirlpool Rapids without a problem except
for one big-a** powerboat that made waves worse than the
whirlpools. It was only 1025 when I passed Forward Harbour,
so I decided to press on ahead of the rest of the flotilla. Sunderland Channel had 2ft waves with whitecaps. Johnstone
Strait was the same at 1155. At 1345 it was still too early for me
to stop so I
passed by Port
Neville
and
cruised on to
Boughey Bay,
arriving
at
1515. It is a nice
quite bay with
room for 4 or 5
boats.
Boughey Bay looking north.
On July 8th I
slept in and waited for the flotilla to catch up. We arrived at
Lagoon Cove at noon. Prawn traps were set and Ken had a fun
time untangling his trap line.
The next day on the way to Kwatsi Bay I picked up my trap
and caught 15 spotted prawns. For me that was a lot. I go out
in the dinghy to set the trap but use the winch on my foredeck
to haul the trap up. We were visited by
wales on the route and wonderful waterfalls on shore.

Mr. Murphy strikes again!
I heard a loud noise from my engine
compartment and found the engine
mounting bolts had broken. I lowered
my outboard in the water and proceeded
to the marina at Kwatsi bay.
I only had one spare mount bolt so
GYC members came to my rescue findSeeking second mount.
ing other bolts that I could use. I was able
to jury rig the mounts and balance the engine for slow speed
travel. The flotilla enjoyed fresh baked bread from the marina
and appies while I concentrated on the higher priority of fixing
my engine. I departed Kwatsi Bay early on the 10th arriving at
Echo Bay by 1100. I used the Wi-Fi there
to order new engine mounts from a different supplier. Andreas joined me at
Echo Bay. However I was in a sad mood
and wasn’t very social.
I sailed from Echo Bay to Port Neville
and anchored well past the docks at the
end of the channel out of the wind. I
continued down Johnstone Strait and
took Okisollo Channel to the Octopus
Islands.
The next day, I pressed on to Gorge
Gorge Harbour rules.

Harbour laughing when I saw their Covid-19 Sign on the dock.
I had the hot
tub all to myself
and finally relaxed.
The next day I
sailed to Hardy
Island. When
Passing Vivian
Island the rocks
were covered
Gorge Harbour hot tub.
with sea lions.
I slept in and left
Hardy Island at 1110
arriving at Plumper
Cove at 1900. On
July 16th I arrived
back at Milltown to
wait for my engine
mounts.
(Add 16 days at sea
Sea lions warming in the sun.
for a total of 36.)
The next week, the new engine mounts arrived and I carefully replaced the broken mounts one at a time. Two of my jury
rigged mounts had broken on the trip down. I was glad I was
able to sail most of the way. I spent a couple of days lining up
and balancing the engine triple checking that all was good.

Submarining off Wreck Beach
Then I restocked “Das Boot” and prepared to sail. If you are
wondering about the film reference to a submarine, (Google
“Das Boot”) it’s because on the 26th I departed Milltown with
a light breeze on the bow. However when I got to the river
mouth, I discovered why it was named Wreck Beach. There
were colossal waves running right at me crashing over the bow
and hard dodger into the cockpit. My bow would rise over one
wave only to submarine into the next. At one point the whole
boat was swept backwards by a wave.
There was nothing to do but ride it out and slowly forge
ahead. There is no turning because of the breakwater wall on
one side and the sand bar on the other. After what seemed an
eternity, I was able to get a better angle to the waves and once
clear of the shallows the waves were reduced to 4ft rollers and
I could sail again. Sorry there are no photos as I was too busy
staying alive. I had to retie my gas and diesel cans as the waves
had tossed them about the foredeck. They didn’t go overboard
because I had made sure the straps went through the handles.
My water cans were the taller military type and they did not
move or get tossed by the waves at all. I have since switched
all my cans to the military style giving me a bonus of more
room to walk on deck.
I sailed to Gibsons Marina, had a hot shower and dried my
clothes and enjoyed dinner at Grammas Pub. (For another
story about waves at the mouth of the Fraser talk to Ken Buckley.)
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Heading back up north
I left Gibsons at
1030 and sailed up
to Buccaneer Bay.
Thanks to White
Wolf for the Sailing
Directions. I anchored beside them
behind the Surrey
Islands – very nice.
White Wolf at anchor off Buccaneer Bay.
The next day was
a good day sailing north to Sturt Bay where I anchored
overnight. Then on to Tenedos Bay to meet up with Cam and
Maryanna for a couple of days. We were visited by a mother
seal and her pup. I tried prawning but had no luck. Saw a man
swimming while he towed his daughter on an inflatable swan.
She was laughing and having the time of her life. Then on the
31st I sailed on to Squirrel Cove with a close encounter of the
whale kind before meeting the rest of GYC there for the Northern B.C. Day Cruise.
(This adds 6 more days in July to total 42 days.)
The B.C. Day
Cruise was a great
success with GYC
boats from all over.
I enjoyed fresh barbequed oysters on
Showtime. I had lots
of oysters and he
had
the
BBQ.
GYC boats in Squirrel Cove.
Thanks to John for
showing me where to harvest them.
The GYC WhatsApp group was working wonderfully with
regular updates and being able to find other boats with ease.
On the 3rd, Robert and I headed over to Refuge Cove to fuel
up then sailed leisurely to catch the tide into Roscoe Bay for a
few days. This was my first time there and it was nice to have
another GYC member to show me around.

Another disaster! But not of the boating kind.
We hiked to Black Lake a couple of times. The first time we
brought Robert’s inflatable kayaks and I tried paddling one.
Big mistake for my back. The second time I just walked to the
swimming area. Unfortunately, I walked in my bathing suit
with my phone in my pocket and of course I went swimming.
When I got out of the water my phone was soggy toast. I lost
the photos that weren’t saved to the cloud. We hiked up
Llanover Mountain and enjoyed wonderful views.
From Roscoe Bay, we sailed up Pendrell Sound and rafted in
the West Nook behind the Island. The dinghy raft up was of
the finest kind. Thanks Don for the prawns. Robert played his
guitar for the sing along on Boqueron and we enjoyed a short
hike. On the 7th I sailed back to Refuge Cove for the night
meeting up with Beautiful Day, Moondance and SawLeeAh.

Using the internet at Refuge Cove I placed an order for a new
phone. I proceeded to Squirrel Cove where I met my friend JD,
from Maple Bay. He had an old cell phone that I could use with
my sim card. Yay, I can monitor my batteries again. I checked
out the Squirrel Cove Store but it had limited supplies.
On the 10th I started south first to Sturt Bay, then spent a
quick overnight in Pender Harbour. I cut across WG and anchored at Newcastle Island. My reason for stopping at Newcastle was to pick up a Flex Fold prawn trap. I got the last one
at The Harbour Chandler. I returned to Milltown on the 14th.
(Add 14 days in August for a total of 56 days.)
I only spent the weekend at home picking up my new cellphone and a few groceries. On Monday I sailed across to Clam
Bay for the night and then on to Maple Bay for another visit.
I returned the cellphone to JD and we spent a night tasting
Scotch. After a couple of days to recover, I sailed to Bedwell
Bay spending one night on the hook and another at Poets
Cove. The pool was open and, like Gorge Harbour, I had the
hot tub to myself.
From there I sailed north to Ganges for a couple of nights,
discovering the Southern Resident Killer Whale (SRKW) No
Go Zone the hard way. A nice fisheries patrol officer handed
me a pamphlet and told me to sail away from shore. I complained to Navionics about the automatic routing taking me
through the zone and they have now fixed up the routing.
Having
heard
the restaurant at
Genoa Bay was
good and seeing
that they had Coconut Shrimp on
the menu, I sailed
to Genoa Bay for a
The dock at Genoa Bay.

night. Yes it was expensive, but
definitely worth it.
The next day was a short hop
back to Maple Bay for a night.
Then, back to Clam Bay for another night. Finally on the 30th I
headed out Porlier Pass and up to
Newcastle Island where I stayed

Coconut shrimp at the Cafe.

until after the Labour
Day Cruise. I spent
days and days walking
the Island and taking
photos for the Treasure
Hunt. It was a blast!

When people leave the deer come out in big
numbers to graze on Newcastle.

(Add 15 More days in
August for a total of 71
days.)
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Smoking fire on the way to Montague.

Fog south of Ganges in Swanson Channel.

Scotch tasting and laundry experiment

Smoke, fog, and then some rain

After the Labour Day weekend, I headed
to Pirates Cove for a couple of days, then
south through the smoke to Montague
Harbour where I joined Somerset for
some Scotch tasting. The Grants was
quite fine.
On Sunday I had to head back up to
Nanaimo for a Monday lab appointment.
On the way I tried an experiment – I did
my laundry in a bucket behind the boat.
Cheers on Somerset.
My thought was next year I may be far
away from a laundromat and need to wash a few essentials. It
worked wonderfully, one wash
and two rinses. Only issue is
you need lots of fresh water.

On Sunday, I braved the fog and sailed back around the end of
Saltspring to Genoa Bay to meet Somerset who joined me from
Sidney. They did a fine job sailing to anchor. On Monday I
needed more bread so I sailed back around the south end of
Saltspring to Ganges Harbour where I could buy sugar free
bread. The trip was very relaxing.
Having gotten my provisions, on Tuesday I sailed back
around Saltspring to… (you guessed it), Maple Bay. There I
waited for the rain to end before heading to Clam Bay on Friday.
On my way I was passed by Reality steaming along with his
fenders in the water.
(There is no dock at
Clam Bay and the
fenders were way
too low for rafting.)
Sassy rafted up to
me for the night and
I got to practice my
in-the-water
retrieval when they Where had he been to need all those fenders?
lost a fender as they were leaving the next day. It’s a good thing
my fishing net is always handy.

Laundry day on Tucana.

I spent a few days at Newcastle getting clues ready for
the next years Treasure Hunt and watching the deer take over
the moment the crowd left.

Smoke on the way to Maple Bay.

On Wednesday I sailed south to Maple Bay yet again. Yes I
like the place, and it was a good spot to wait for the smoke to
clear. I had heard on WhatsApp that Fred had stayed at Selby
Cove and I had never been there so on Saturday, I sailed
around the south end of Saltspring and spent a pleasant night
there.

Telegraph Harbour an onwards…
On Saturday I got
moving
around
noon
and
was
treated to a nice
rainbow. It was a
short but nice sail to
Telegraph Harbour
where appies were
enjoyed before we
retreated to our
boats for dinner.
On Sunday Ron
brought out the bean
bag toss game which
was really great fun!
Later that night I
had a chance to play
more on my PS4. For
the technically in-

Klaus having a go at the beanbag toss.
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clined, the game was “The Last of Us
Part 2”.
The next day was a very leisurely
sail to Princess Cove. I had a light
breeze for 15 min at Southy Point. I
stern tied and we enjoyed a nice walk
to Chivers Point.
We had a group planning meeting
Homemade shrouds
suppport my table.

in or dinghies (AKA
appie hour), deciding to sail to Glenthorne which was
okay
but
surrounded by private
All of us on Chivers point.
land. After much
dinghy raft up discussion we chose to have a hike at James Bay
on the next morning enroute to Winter Cove. I spent two days
at Winter Cove enjoying the rapids and trekking to the store.
The group wanted to take the long way around on the way
back from the
store but I was
rescued by Don
in his dinghy
which he had
docked at the
marina.
Of
course I had to
show everyone
Art gallery in Winter Cove outhouse a surprise!
that the outhouse art gallery was real. My new euphemism for going to
the head is, I am off to “Admire some art”.
(Add 30 days for Sept totaling 101 days.)
I then sailed back around the south end of Saltspring to
Maple Bay. I managed to get JD and Cathy to go for a hike up
the mountain for wonderful views of Sansum Narrows and
Cowichan Bay. On Monday I had a good sail up to Clam Bay
to wait for morning tide through Porlier Pass. On Tuesday it
was an uneventful crossing and safe return to Milltown. It is
nice sometimes to not have any excitement.
(Add 6 more days in Oct. totaling 107.)

Mr Murphy strikes yet again!
Wait! It’s not over! There is the Centennial Yacht Club’s Stag
Cruise. It started on Saturday the 17th at Silva Bay Marina. As
usual, I sail early to across the strait to Nanaimo. This meant
that I checked out and loaded my supplies for a week’s cruise
on Thursday and everything was just fine.
Do you remember Mr. Murphy? I don’t think he liked me
having an uneventful crossing on the 6th. Murphy struck on
Friday morning as I loaded my veggies into the fridge. It was
barely cool and had no power. Fortunately my separate freezer
was fine. So I carried on to Nanaimo where I could get some

ice. The fridge was converted from an ice box to a fridge and
now it is back to being an ice box. No big deal, I will trouble
shoot after the cruise.
Well that was not a good enough tribulation. So I am halfway
across Georgia Strait when my doctor’s assistant called. I finally have gotten an appointment with the ophthalmologist
on the 20th. It’s hard to get in to see him so I say I will be there
and keep going. This means I have to come back early from the
Stag Cruise. I pick up my ice and have a good windy night anchored at Newcastle. My wind charger was happily charging
my batteries.
On Saturday there was a good breeze in the harbour and the
NYC boats are sailing out for the day. I sailed through Forwood Channel and down to Silva Bay. Andreas was already
there. The marina was completely full and Robert ended up
moored at the Gas dock. We kept Covid-19 spacing and socialized on the dock. On Sunday we set out in the fog for Ladysmith. The tide was high so we took the back door out of
Silva Bay then motored through Gabriola Passage. There was
fog and poor visibility in Pylades Channel and I waited until I
was in Stuart Channel before I raised my sails. The rain held off
and the sailing was actually enjoyable. When we arrived at Ladysmith Marina it was closed! But Murphy was working in
our favor. Someone had set off the door alarm so Wayne had to
come down and turn it off. He was accommodating and took
our money. The chairs came out and the dock party began. We
then staggered up the hill to the Fox and Hounds for dinner.
That’s all I am going to say. (What happens on a Stag Cruise
stays on the
Stag Cruise.)
On
Monday
when the rest of
the cruise sailed
south, I sailed
around
the
north side of
Thetis Island
Returning up the Fraser.
and out Porlier
Pass. The sun came out a bit and once I was out in the strait, the
wind came up and I had a nice sail back to Milltown.
(Add 4 more days and the final tally is 111 days.)

The last words.
The story is not over. After my eye Doctor’s visit I went to my
boat to clean up and unexpectedly, I heard my fridge. Without
me doing anything, it had started to work again! Just another
mystery I will need to solve this winter. Drew Mitchell from
North Sails has also come down and measured my boat for a
new Genoa and my Main sail is going to get a third reef added.
I will be ready for some wind next year.
For those who care about such things, in my 111 days sailing, I crossed Georgia Strait 10 times and rounded the south
end of Saltspring seven times.
Sail where your heart desires and
know when to drop anchor.
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DeBond to the Rescue
I wish Miles and I had known about this product when we replaced our ports (just like the one in the photo)
back in 2006. This is an instructive and fun article by the Technical Editor of BoatUS Magazine from June 2015.
Occasionally I tell you about a product I've used and really like. as usual, to follow the instructions and cautions. And don't
Often when you read product reviews they're about product make my mistakes.
that's been sent in to an editorial office, sat on a shelf until
I tried it on the job of removing some porthole rings that I'd
somebody picked it up and read the accompanying marketing sealed to the cabin sides and porthole bodies with 4200. (In my
material — which was then paraphrased into a short blurb. I view, 4200 is much the same as 5200 when it comes to undoing
don't do it that way. I try it out in the real world with my own it.) The portholes were leaking, probably because of a
hands on one or more of my boats.
particularly bad storm that tossed the boat about in massive
I have used 3M 5200 many times. I've loved this glue/sealant ocean waves on a trip down the coast. We'd removed the
of eternity except for one thing, with which you, I'm sure, are former portholes, rings and all, some years back. The job had
familiar. Because of the slow passage of time or the rapid been unbelievably difficult and time consuming. We used an
realization that I'd glued and sealed the wrong thing in the oscillating saw, putty knives, wood chisels, razor blades and
wrong place, I had to undo
many other tools to get the pieces off. Often, when
what I'd done. Then I hated it
they came, they tore off with them large chunks of
with a passion. I've removed
teak from the inside cabin liner, gel coat and
winches, hatches, portholes,
sometimes even some border fiberglass. We really
fingernails, eye glasses, flip
piled the 4200 on when we put in the new ports,
flops and innumerable other
because we didn't want to ever have to do the job
things that had been, either
again. Then came that storm. The port holes were
deliberately or accidentally,
still fine; but water leaked around them. The
sealed and glued with 5200.
DeBond folks had read my article in Soundings
And it's always been an ordeal
where I spoke too lightly of the day I got 5200 in my
beyond description, usually
wife's hair. They contacted me and, to paraphrase:
resulting in totally or partially
"Hey Tom, do NOT try this in your wife's hair, but
Pinpoint application is easy.
destroying the object of my
try it on some job where you've got to unstick 5200
attention. But I've continued to use the stuff (as well as the or 4200 or something like that. You won't believe it."
faster curing 4200 and various other sealant products) because
I didn't believe it. I also didn't follow their instructions. I
it works so well except for undoing it. When that time came, I come from the old school. For years I've used all the tools and
just accepted the ugly truth and got down and groveled, cut,
tactics I described above. So, true to my
cursed, pushed, pulled and screamed.
old habits and ignoring the
I've now been enlightened. I'm embarrassed that it didn't
instructions, I got out two wood
"get it" earlier. Stubbornness is a cruel thing. The
chisels, my oscillating tool and razor
enlightenment comes in the nature of "Marine Formula" by
blades. We followed the instructions so
DeBond Corp. It's stuff in a bottle that de-bonds 5200 as well as
far as scoring the 4200 bead with the
4200, silicone sealant and other things. I'd seen it mentioned
razor, but after that my wife and I tried
occasionally but didn't give it proper attention because, well,
to pry the rings off with the chisels. It
because it was stuff in a bottle and it sounded too good to be
didn't work well. I called the folks and
true. I've been leery of stuff in a bottle ever since the carnivals
the whole thing became, well, biblical
would come to the county seat when I was growing up and for
in portion. In essence, they said (to
a few dollars various grownups would buy bottles of liquid
paraphrase again), "Oh Ye of Little
DeBond makes it easy.
that would make their hair grow, make it fall out, make their
Faith. Follow the instructions. Use a
stomachs more melodious and their warts fly away. But this putty knife or something like that. Follow our instructions."
isn't like that stuff. This is a product that's been around since Girded with this truth, my wife and I went out upon our boat
1999, according to their site, and has won quite a few converts. the very next day, squirted just a little of the DeBond on the
I don't know what's in it; this, as you'd expect, is proprietary. scored sealant of the other port hole. We waited a few minutes
It's also patented. As I've said many times, I'm not a scientist and then just pushed 2 putty knife blades between the rings
and I'm certainly not a chemist. So I couldn't attest to the and the cabin side and we could hear the sealant popping
nuances of the ingredients even if I knew what they were. All loose. I never thought I would see such a thing.
I know is that the stuff in this bottle worked for me and I'm
It took about 15 minutes to remove that ring and 4 bolts.
DeBond to the Rescue Continued on p.11
very glad that I finally tried it. I also know that it's important, Compare this with two
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Stuck up the Mast – A Challenging Rescue
Woman at the top of the sailboat mast in the marina at Nico Wynd Estates in South Surrey on Nov. 2.
(Photo: Curtis Kreklau/South Fraser News Services)
“It was a very challenging call to
get this lady down, because she
was definitely stuck and the mast
isn’t really rated for all these people to climb up there, so they had
to make a decision on how to get
her down. They decided to walk
her through getting herself
down,” Serbic said.

Surrey fire crews were called to a
South Surrey marina for a “challenging” rescue Monday (Nov. 2),
after a woman became stuck at the
top of a sailboat mast.
It happened in the early evening
near Nico Wynd Estates, on the
Nicomekl River.
Assistant fire Chief Steve Serbic
said the report came in shortly before 5 p.m., describing a woman
“trapped at the top of her mast, approximately 40 feet in the air.”

Stuck up her mast with night approaching and no way down.

The process took just under two
hours, he said. A witness said the woman
was talked through tying lines and knots
so that the crews could lower her down.

The city’s two technical rescue crews were
dispatched, along with firefighters from
two additional halls.
Serbic said the woman, 59, had climbed
the mast to fix a problem, and became
stuck in her bosun’s chair at the top when
her rope slipped off of a pulley, preventing her from going up or down. As firefighters couldn’t access the site with a
ladder truck, nor could they climb the
mast to free her – as that would have created an even more dangerous scenario –
they sent a cellphone up to her and talked
her through the rescue via FaceTime.

“She actually did all the work up
there and then they lowered her to
the ground after she did what she
was instructed to do.”

Serbic said the rescue was one firefighters don’t often encounter.

Rescuers reveal she actually rescued herself!

“I don’t think too many people have seen
this type of rescue before,” he said. “Our
crews train all the time. I don’t know if
they’ve ever trained for this scenario, but
they did a really good job. All their training came into play on that call.”
The woman was not injured, he added.

DeBond to the Rescue continued from p.10

hours of screwing around the day before, not
following the product instructions. And
compare this with about 6 hours per porthole
when we replaced them a few years ago.
There was another issue. After the DeBond
breaks the seal, the old 4200 or 5200 residue is
still there. Likely some will be on the part that
you've removed and some will be on the boat.
DeBond won't dissolve it off the fiberglass gel
coat. But I used my Rockwell oscillating tool
with the knife-like cutting blade and it just
peeled the residue off the surface. Never in my
life had I thought a 5200/4200 removal project
would be so easy. See also what Don Casey says
in his article "Removing Stubborn Fittings".
You can also use other tools, such as the
plastic razors which the company sells to help

pop off the sealant after the DeBond has gone
to work. (You can also get these from other
sources such as ACE Hardware.) I used two 1.5
inch wide stiff putty knives for my job. You'll
want a quality safe razor knife to score the
sealant to give the DeBond a chance to get to
work. These are inexpensive. A good
oscillating tool can be expensive, especially if
you have a lot of blades, but these, in my view,
are indispensable when you're doing boat
work.
So if you've got a 5200 de-bonding or similar
job, don't keep putting it off. Try this product
and make your own conclusions.
Effectively removes fresh and
even cured 3M™ 5200!

Tom Neale is Technical Editor of BoatUS Magazine,
with a lifetime of liveaboard and cruising experience.
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Poetry in Ocean
Steel Sapphire has sailed from the Chagos Archipelago in the Indian Ocean to the Seychelles where they
seem to be staying for a while. A significant problem on board inspired Peter to take to poetry!
“…and not a drop to drink. One of the most famous lines from the iconic poem “The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner”. And it’s
a poignant one for any blue water sailor, as it’s one of our greatest fears. Especially somewhere like Chagos, where there are no
sources of fresh water for hundreds or thousands of miles. So what better time for our watermaker to go on the blink?
Yup, that’s right, after making over 14,000 litres without a hitch since we were last in a marina with fresh water supply in
Thailand in January, the watermaker chose now, in Chagos, to develop 3 separate leaks, preventing us from using it.…So, that
(repair) was a solid two day’s work, to get back to where we were before when we had no watermaker worries. But somehow,
I feel better now. More elated. Lighter. Because we had a problem and solved it. Which it turns out feels better in some strange
way than never having had the problem in the first place. Someone should write a poem about that.”
From Sailing Notes, July 19, 2020: https://www.sailingsteelsapphire.com/

“Water, water everywhere,
And not a drop to drink”
A famous poem brought to mind,
When our watermaker went on the blink.

As their boat was attacked, Sonrisa’s skipper cracked
And on the VHF a warning was broadcast,
But despite the onslaught, and without second thought,
Andrew’s kindness was in stark contrast

“The Rime of the Ancient Mariner”,
A tale of misfortune about the killing,
Of an iconic bird, after a third,
Of a voyage that becomes quite chilling.

To the brimstone and fire, evident on Steel Sapphire,
Where skipper Pete was quick to accost,
The angriest bird, sharp beak, vomit and turd
Swearing rudely and yelling “Get Lost”

The poem’s Mariner, in the spur of the moment,
Shot an albatross with an arrow
And with this miscue, changed the fate of the crew,
A long way from the straight and the narrow.

Despite all the laughs, videos, photographs,
One thing was quite clearly forgotten,
The Ancient Mariners rhyme, meant no victimless crime,
Pete would regret the bad luck he had brought in.

A string of misfortune affected the trip,
And the mariner was blamed as the cause,
Totally becalmed, with nothing to drink,
Their journey at a permanent pause.

As cruisers we fear, whenever land is not near,
Our ability to access fresh water,
Hydration, cleaning fishes, washing clothes and the dishes,
And taking more showers than we oughter.

One by one they succumb in the blazing sun,
Until eventually all the crew perish,
Surrounded by water with nothing to drink,
Not even a rain squall to cherish.

Sinking and fire, falling overboard are all dire,
But our next biggest issue is thirst,
And despite massive tanks, and for rain we give thanks,
Steel Sapphire was soon to be cursed.

The Mariner lives and spends the rest of his life,
Doomed to tell his tale as a warning,
Of the need to respect animals all of the time,
Whether afternoon, evening or morning.

Whenever we’re far from marinas and cars,
Our main water source is Reverse Osmosis,
This produces the water that augments the beers,
And keeps us away from cirrhosis.

After only two years, this sailor and his wife,
Are considered by some to be newbies,
But they’ve kept the mariner’s tale at the heart of their grail,
Until the “Attack of the Giant Boobys”.

Our water-making machine, so long as it’s clean,
Can produce one hundred litres per hour,
But keeping it working, with gremlins ever lurking,
Can make even the happiest sailor dour.

Only two nights before the start of this tale,
The three vessels in Chagos were moored,
In the darkness of night, a flock of Boobys took flight,
Drawn in by the lights, they were lured.

Self sufficiency’s the aim, when there’s no-one to blame,
Especially when it comes to the water-maker,
Whatever we do, whether sailing or hove to,
We need to ensure we don’t break her.

Into rigging they slammed, personal safety be damned,
Disturbing our cards and our beer,
When out of the blue, in a flurry of spew,
They made their displeasure quite clear.

So before hoisting our sails, and dodging the gales,
When we left Phuket for Sri Lanka,
We conducted repairs, and stocked up on some spares,
To avoid needing the lingua franca.
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It’s now 9 months later, and we’re south of the equator,
14,000 litres have been made,
With Chagos the most remote, place we’ve been afloat,
Our machine chooses NOW to degrade?

There are 4 metal pieces, which have suffered increases,
In their girth due to salt water intrusion,
All that is needed, he quickly conceded,
Was to file away any protrusion.

When the water-maker’s switched on, it’s clear that it’s gone,
As water sprays everywhere inside,
Not one, two or three, but four joints broke free,
It’s no wonder that Pete and Jen cried.

The right tools are dug out, and like a boy scout,
He gets to work with the file and the vice,
After a fair bit of time, and covered in grime
He’s ready for a throw of the dice.

Only two days have passed, since the Boobys amassed,
And Pete’s fight with one, had them both shrieking,
Can it be chance, or was it his stance,
That’s led to the water-maker leaking?

The machine back together, it’s time to see whether,
His hard work has achieved its effect,
But somewhat predictably, he notes there is visibly
Still water making everything wet.

There’s no time for questions, they need some suggestions,
For how they’ll get out of this pickle,
The first thing to do, is tighten every screw,
And see if THAT slows the stream to a trickle.

Undeterred he continues, and stretches the sinews,
Of his mind as he looks for a plan,
And then he remembers as he digs through the embers,
The words of a very wise man.

When that doesn’t help, Pete whimpers and yelps,
It’s looking like more than bad luck,
With a sense of foreboding, he checks for corroding,
And lets slip the inevitable “FUCK”!

“Some advice here’s a piece of, Anaerobic Adhesive,
Is your friend when you’re making a seal”,
And lo and behold, in a drawer stained with mould,
Was a bottle of 5811 Loxeal.

Just as predicted, the joints were afflicted,
With terrible rust and corrosion,
Unable to believe what he could perceive,
He couldn’t contain his explosion.

It was quickly produced, and gave the necessary boost,
To achieving a watertight finish,
All that remained, check a seal was attained,
And confirm if the leak had diminished.

When the boat was ashore, just two years before,
He’d realised that one of the keys,
Was to replace all the hardware, but to his current despair,
He’d chosen to go with Chinese.

“Once more unto the breach”, he thought,
As the watermaker was started anew,
But this time behold, the hoses held fast,
He’d achieved a fresh water breakthrough.

At the time it seemed plain, less money less pain,
Two years later he finally deduced,
As ever in life, you get what you pay for,
The chickens had come home to roost.

The smallest of leaks continued to seep,
But the amount was barely perceptible.
With only three weeks until the Seychelles
It was certainly more than acceptable.

A second opinion is always worth having,
And sometimes even some beers,
As good luck would have it, the two nearby boats,
Are both skippered by engineers.

And as he reflected on a job near perfected,
There were two lessons that came quick to mind,
The first was quite clear, the Ancient Mariner’s words from
yesteryear,
To an animal always be kind.

Pete takes to the dinghy, and brings all the things he
Had removed that were corroded to hell,
He shows them to both, and they let out an oath,
“There’s no way that this will end well”.
At Pete’s behest, they both do their best,
To see if they have the right spares,
But of course they do not, it’s the Law on a yacht,
The right parts are Murphy’s affairs.
Back to Steely he goes, not quite in the throes,
Of a despair so deep he might drown,
“I’m an optimist, me”, and “Fiddle de dee”,
“I wont let this bump get me down”

The second was deeper, but also a keeper
And came as a total surprise,
To have a major problem and fix it,
Turns out is a blessing disguised.
For only when you’ve lost something and regained it,
Can you really begin to understand,
Not just what you had in the first place,
But that you always had the answer to hand.
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Cruising at 75+ by Carolyn Shearlock
Carolyn Shearlock curates the The Boat Galley website aimed at people who are interested in living aboard
and cruising for extended periods. Her information is relevant to all of us cruisers – long or short haul
ones. This article speaks to a subject suggested recently by Vice Commodore Chuck.
In a recent post I mentioned that Dave is 78 and I’m 56. Several but I’d argue that cruising tends to keep your brain working:
figuring routes, solving problems and having
readers contacted me, basically saying that
new experiences has to be better than sitting
Dave is one of the few active cruisers they
on the sofa watching reruns!
know over 75, and wanting tips on “geezer
cruising” (note that we’ve both been sailors
Boat Choice
since our teens and began cruising full time
Barefoot Gal (a 34’ Gemini 105M catamaran) is
when Dave was 64). 2019 UPDATE: This was
a smaller and lighter boat than our previous
originally written in 2016. (As Dave has aged a
boat (a heavy blue-water capable Tayana 37).
bit more, I’ve updated it through May 2020.
The sails are considerably smaller, making the
He’s now 82 and we’re still cruising!)
main easier to raise, the genoa less strenuous
First off, there’s no one size fits all answer.
to furl and unfurl, the spinnaker simpler to
Actively cruising – that is, going new places
set, and all the sails taking less muscle (even
and primarily anchoring out – isn’t for everywith winches) to trim. She requires a much
one at any age. Cruising outside the continensmaller anchor (35 pounds vs. 66). All of this
tal US, without its support systems (weather
means she’s easier to sail or motor and transforecasts, Coast Guard, towing services, netlates to less chance of serious injury if somework of marinas, and the ICW for those on the
thing goes haywire.
East Coast), is harder no matter what the age.
Thanks
to
John
Laing
for
this!
Barefoot Gal is also very maneuverable, which
A large part of the equation is wanting to do it:
makes all close quarters operations (anchoring,
there’s no age limit on cruising!
docking, locking, mooring, passing through bridges and narSix Considerations for Cruising When Older row channels) easier and less stressful. She is also faster both
We think that there are six important factors in being able to sailing and motoring, making days shorter and less tiring.
With a catamaran, it’s easier to get into and out of the dinghy,
cruise in later years.
as well as to load and unload provisions and gear. She’s more
Health
stable for doing anything on deck – underway or at anchor. No
Dave is in generally good health, but we take care of health is- long flight of steps down the companionway also makes it eassues as they arise and don’t leave a place with good medical fa- ier to move items with less chance for a serious fall.
cilities when either of us has an issue going on. For example,
By no means is a small catamaran the only good choice for
this past spring Dave was diagnosed with a prostate infection, older cruisers, but choosing a boat that makes cruising easier
which required an 8-week course of antibiotics and then fol- with less risk of injury is very important.
low up tests. We delayed leaving for the Bahamas until we had
For many of us, financially it’s possible to have a larger boat
the all-clear.
as the years go by … but Dave and I are not at all convinced
Dave also tends to be in the “use it or lose it” camp and that bigger is necessarily better.
works to maintain his physical fitness, balance and agility – all
of which are helped by living on a boat and all of which help Watermaker
us avoid injuries. That said, we also have tried to lessen the Cruising and primarily being at anchor (or even in a mooring
boat’s physical requirements – but it’s still a good daily work- field), you have to either lug jerry cans of water, make periodic
out! It’s a bit of a circular proposition: you have to be physi- trips to the water dock … or have a watermaker. We opt for the
watermaker – 40-pound jerry cans get old to lift aboard and
cally fit to cruise, and cruising keeps you physically fit.
Staying injury-free is a key concept: broken bones, bruises, pour into the water fill, and docking has other chances for inpulled muscles and such all take longer to heal as we age and jury (as well as conditions sometimes making it impractical).
it’s harder to regain full function afterward. Many of our Dinghy Davits and Outboard Crane
choices are driven by trying to lessen the chances of injury – as
I proofread this article, I realized that every single item I men- The boat came with dinghy davits, which we have beefed up
and added extra purchase on the blocks. We added an outtion refers to it!
board crane so that we could put the motor on the stern rail
It goes without saying that you have to be mentally sharp,
when going from one anchorage to another. Continued on p.15
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This takes a lot less strength than hand lifting the outboard and
then putting the dinghy on deck as we did when we first were
cruising our first boat, meaning that we can have a larger outboard and that I could handle these chores without Dave
should he be sick or injured (we think it’s very important that
all systems on the boat be set up so that either of us can do
everything by ourselves).
As Dave read my draft, he remarked that another item on
the davits, crane and other systems “under load” was to have
good blocks of a decent size. Yes! We have upgraded many –
our preference is Harken, despite their cost – and they make a
huge difference.
On the dinghy davits, we found that adding a block with an
integrated cam cleat so that the line cleated automatically
when pulling the dinghy up make it much easier to raise the
dinghy when the motor is on it. (The line gets safety cleated
around a horn cleat once the dinghy is raised all the way, too.)
Pull a foot or two, and the line is already cleated while you
reach to grab the next handful of line … no having to hold it
with one hand.

Electric Windlass
Okay, we think that an electric windlass is an important piece
of safety gear for all cruisers, as it means that you’ll re-anchor
as many times as necessary to get a good set in a good location. But it’s even more important as we get older.
With it, we have no hesitation in moving if conditions change
or another boat anchors too close for safety (yes, I know that if
we were there first they should be the ones to move … but
some people refuse). And if we’re suddenly on a lee shore, an
electric windlass is much safer to use when the bow is bouncing up and down and we need to get out of there NOW!

Weather Windows and Routing
I don’t want to give the impression that we are scared by
weather, but we do make more of an effort to avoid rough passages than we used to. We don’t recover as fast as we did 15 or
20 years ago and we’re more prone to injuries as well. Simply
put, we’re not as strong or as agile. Our style of cruising is a little slower and hopefully a little less stressful.

• We’re more conservative in our choice of weather windows and generally don’t move on ones that look “iffy.”
I’m not saying we wait for perfect weather and we’re not
looking to motor everywhere in flat seas, but yes, we’re
willing to wait a few days for better weather. It’s a matter
of not exhausting ourselves (what good is it to get somewhere two days sooner if we’re just going to use those days
to recover from a rough passage?) and not risking injuries
or gear breakage.
• We’re a little faster to move to a more protected anchorage
than we were 15 years ago. I think this is simply a function
of more years spent cruising … and riding out some
squalls in places we wished we weren’t.
• We try to create routes with a little less daily mileage (we
try for no more than 50 miles; as Dave has passed 80, we
now try for no more than 30) and try not to have multiple
long days in a row. We try to get into a new anchorage by
late afternoon, rather than right at sunset. Sometimes long
days can’t be avoided and sometimes there’s no alternative to an overnight passage, but we realize that we don’t
have the stamina that we used to and plan accordingly.

Bottom Line
We love cruising and don’t think there is any particular age at
which people should plan to stop. Perhaps the style of cruising
will change, the boat may change, the location may be different than the original dream. The important factor is to figure
out a style that works with any limitations you may have and
to do everything possible to avoid injuries that could put serious limitations on mobility.
This was originally written in 2016. As Dave has aged a bit
more, I’ve updated it through May 2020.
He’s now 82 and we’re still cruising!
Carolyn Shearlock
My husband and I have been cruising over
13 years and 12,000 miles, first on a Tayana
37 monohull and now on a 34' Gemini catamaran. Along the way, we sold pretty much
everything we owned (twice!), gained a
great boat dog, had a bunch of wonderful
times and some adventures … and learned a
ton about what does and doesn't work!

The Atlantic has a really interesting article about the original
“Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner”
https://www.theatlantic.com/culture/archive/2020/05/rime-ancient-mariner-was-made-2020/611602/
The author gushes enthusiastically about a streaming version: “The “Ancient Mariner Big Read”, three years in the making,
consists of 40 free daily installments, with accompanying visuals, by 40 different readers and artists.
It began streaming on April 18, inaugurated by Jeremy Irons. Some other participants are Willem Dafoe, Marianne Faithfull,
the poet Simon Armitage, the novelist Hilary Mantel, the polar guide Peter Wilson (who stands in the whiteness of the
Antarctic, reading his verses to an audience of fidgety seals), Beth Gibbons of Portishead (who sings her verses like a folk
song). And Iggy Pop, in Miami, growling magisterially into his iPhone!
See! I told you I wanted to try and raise the tone of the newsletter. I enjoyed the first installment with Jeremy Irons – why not have a go?
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GULF SAILOR
Minutes
of the Virtual General Meeting,
November 9, 2020

The meeting was called to order at
19:34 hrs by Commodore Darlyne
Farrell.
• Commodore Dar welcomed Barry and Katherine Van
Leeuwen to the club.
The Minutes of the previous General Meeting June 8th,
approved by Lorraine de la Morandière and seconded by
Cam Shields.
Business arising from the Minutes of the previous
meeting
• Ideas for what to do with 2020 surplus funds:
– Robert Sinkus: Give a new member reward
– Executive: Enhance events like wine for dinner or pay
for salmon at the BBQ. (Reminder from Treasurer that
the dinner is already sponsored by $25.00.)
– Be cautious about use of funds and keep some of it
as a hedge against raising dues in the future
– Prize or awards for attending a cruise or meeting
– George Bamford: Distribute it evenly.
• Andreas is to send out the final Silver Ship ballot.
• The trophies are getting ready for next year.
REPORTS OF OFFICERS:
Executive Officer –
• 28 Members present.
• Special cameo visit from Tony Swain
• Will mail info to new members.
Treasurer –
• $4,122 in Savings and $11,502 in chequing
• We have spent about $4000 less at this time compared
to last year.
Secretary – Glen absent
• 68 active members, 4 associate members, 4 non-active
members, total of 76 members and 51 boats
Fleet Captain –
• The Fleet Captain position will transitioning in January.
• The New Years Cruise is cancelled.
Staff Captain –
• No presenters are booked. However some are willing
to present when the covid-19 restrictions are over.
• The VMM will welcome us back when the covid-19
restrictions are over.
• The next virtual meeting will be on Dec 14.
Vice Commodore –
• No report
Signals Officer –
• Presentation about MMSI
• Will apply for the Group MMSI number and give a live
demo next year.
Council of BC Yacht Clubs –
• No report
Past Commodore –
• Still trying to arrange the new executive.
CLU B

Executive Officers Present:
Commodore
Darlyne Farrell
Fleet Captain
Fred Bain
Staff Captain
George Bamford
Hon. Secretary
Glen Mitchell
Hon. Treasurer
Martin Pengelly
Signals Officer
Andreas Truckenbrodt
Executive Officer
Pat Costa
Past Commodore
John Dixon
Absent:
Vice-Commodore
Chuck Spong

• Stag Cruise was a success with 6 GYC boats and 3
Centennial boats. Most boats were single handed.
Cruised to Silva Bay, Ladysmith, Genoa Bay, Montague,
big raft up in Conover Cove on Wallace Island. There
was lots of wind for nice sailing. Andreas discovered
that his heater drew down his old batteries then
stopped working at a low voltage (a safety feature).
Gulf Sailor Editor –
• Needs articles in next 10 days.
Commodore –
• Encouraged members to participate in paddle
presentation in December.
Business Arising from the Reports –
• None.
NEW BUSINESS –
• The December meeting will have the Paddle Awards,
bring nominations. Andreas can share photos.
• Cam is looking for a rigger at a reasonable cost.
• Robert is looking for info on replacing his foam backed
headliner.
Motion to Adjourn by Martin Pengelly and seconded by
Cam Shields.
Meeting adjourned 20.26 hrs.
Minutes prepared and respectfully submitted by
Glen Mitchell, Hon. Secretary,
S/V Tucana.

Glen at Chivers Point, Wallace Island
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